Translocator protein as an imaging marker of macrophage and stromal activation in RA pannus
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Running head: TSPO in RA pannus
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) radioligands targeted to Translocator protein (TSPO), offer a highly sensitive and specific means of imaging joint inflammation in rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Through high expression of TSPO on activated macrophages, TSPO PET has been widely reported in several studies of RA as a means of imaging synovial macrophages in vivo. However, this premise does not take into account the ubiquitous expression of TSPO. This study aimed to investigate TSPO expression in major cellular constituents of RA pannus; monocytes, macrophages, fibroblast-like synoviocytes (FLS) and CD4+ T lymphocytes, to more accurately interpret TSPO PET signal from RA synovium.

Methods: 3 RA patients and 3 healthy volunteers underwent PET both knees using the TSPO radioligand $^{11}$C-PBR28. Through synovial tissue $^3$H-PBR28 autoradiography and immunostaining of 6 RA patients and 6 healthy volunteers, cellular expression of TSPO in synovial tissue was evaluated. TSPO mRNA expression and $^3$H-PBR28 radioligand binding was assessed using in vitro monocytes, macrophages, FLS and CD4+ T-lymphocytes.

Results: $^{11}$C-PBR28 PET signal was significantly higher in RA compared to healthy joints (average SUV 0.82± 0.12 compared to 0.03± 0.004 respectively, p<0.01). Further, $^3$H-PBR28 specific binding in synovial tissue was approximately 10-fold higher in RA compared to healthy controls. Immunofluorescence revealed TSPO expression on macrophages, FLS and CD4+ T cells. In vitro study demonstrated
highest TSPO mRNA expression and $^3$H-PBR28 specific binding, in activated FLS, non-activated and activated ‘M2’ reparative macrophages, with least TSPO expression in activated and non-activated CD4+ T lymphocytes.

**Conclusion:** This study is the first evaluation of cellular TSPO expression in synovium, finding highest TSPO expression and PBR28 binding on activated synovial FLS and M2 phenotype macrophages. TSPO targeted PET may therefore have unique sensitivity to detect FLS and macrophage predominant inflammation in RA, with potential utility to assess treatment response in trials using novel FLS-targeted therapies.
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Rheumatoid Arthritis is a common inflammatory arthritis, affecting up to 1% of the population (1). Imaging is recognized as a useful tool to aid early diagnosis of RA, thus preventing permanent joint damage and disability (2, 3). Musculoskeletal imaging is also used to assess response to treatment, for individual patients in clinical practice (4), and in clinical trials, to better ascertain which experimental therapy is sufficiently effective to progress to use in clinical practice. Through a unique ability to image a desired molecular target in vivo, PET has potential to be a highly sensitive and specific imaging tool for the detection and quantification of synovitis in RA.

The mitochondrial membrane protein TSPO (translocator protein), of as yet uncertain function, is reportedly highly expressed on activated macrophages (5, 6). Macrophages are well established to have a key role in RA pathogenesis; with synovial sublining staining for these cells known to correlate with disease activity (7, 8) and joint destruction (9, 10). To date, the TSPO targeted PET radioligand $^{11}$C-PK11195, has been used as a purported imaging tool for synovial macrophages, capable of detecting and quantifying not only clinically apparent RA synovitis (11), but subclinical synovitis in those with RA in clinical remission (12).

Inflamed synovium in RA consists of a ‘pannus’, made up of multiple cells, with major groups including macrophages, activated stromal cells (FLS), and CD4+T lymphocytes, which can make up to 30-50% of pannus cells (13-15). Since TSPO is ubiquitously expressed (5), it cannot be assumed that TSPO PET signal in RA
synovium is solely due to presence of macrophages. Studies comparing TSPO expression in different RA pannus cell types, are lacking. Hence, major cellular contributor(s) of TSPO PET signal in RA pannus remain unclear.

The TSPO radioligand $^{11}$C-PBR28 is known to have superior TSPO signal than the first generation TSPO ligand $^{11}$C-PK11195 ($^{16}$, $^{17}$), where high background signal is recognized as a limitation to its use ($^{18}$). Here, through $^{11}$C-PBR28 PET-Computed Tomography (CT) imaging of RA patients and healthy volunteers, we provide evidence that $^{11}$C-PBR28 signal reflects presence of RA pannus. Using $^{3}$H-PBR28 synovial tissue autoradiography and corresponding histological studies, we investigate whether $^{3}$H-PBR28 binding reflects TSPO expression in synovium, and which cells in synovial tissue express TSPO. Real-Time PCR, and radioligand binding studies provide quantitative evidence of TSPO expression in major cellular components of pannus at mRNA and protein level, examining TSPO expression in unstimulated, and activated, CD4+ T lymphocytes, monocytes, macrophages, and FLS. Given current uncertainty of macrophage phenotypes in RA synovium, macrophages at both ends of the spectrum of macrophage phenotypes (pro-inflammatory (‘M1’) and reparative (‘M2’) macrophages ($^{19}$)) were assessed in this work.

**PATIENTS AND METHODS**

**Patient recruitment**
Ethical approval was granted by West London and GTAC Research Ethics Committee (ref: 15/LO/0013). All participants gave written informed consent. Three patients (2 male, 1 female; age range 40-54 years), with established RA (as per ACR criteria (20)) and clinical evidence of synovitis in one or both knees, along with 3 healthy control participants (all male, age range 38-65 years), with no history of arthritis, underwent 11C-PBR28 PET-CT of both knees. Previous knee surgery was an exclusion criterion for participants undergoing 11C-PBR28 PET-CT. Supplemental table 1 details age and medications of RA patients undergoing imaging.

rs6971 genotyping

Whilst second generation TSPO radioligands, such as 11C-PBR28 offer specific signal and robust quantification(16), target binding affinity is affected by a single nucleotide polymorphism in the TSPO gene (rs6971) (21). To ensure results from in vivo imaging, autoradiography and radioligand binding were comparable between donors, only those carrying two copies of the common allele ('high affinity binders') were included in this work. Genotyping was performed as previously described using peripheral whole blood (21).

11C-PBR28 PET-CT
11C-PBR28 PET-CT was carried out in Imanova Centre for Academic Imaging Sciences, London, UK. 11C-PBR28 radioligand synthesis and quality checks were performed as described previously (18). Approximately 400mBq 11C-PBR28, was administered as a peripheral intravenous bolus over 20 seconds at the start of a 90-minute dynamic PET acquisition (Siemens Biograph 6 PET-CT scanner, SIEMENS, Knoxville, TN) of both knees for RA participants, with static scan both knees at 50 minutes post radioligand administration for healthy controls.

PET data were reconstructed using filtered back projection, correcting for attenuation and scatter. Regions of interest (ROI) were defined by outlining anatomical location of synovium using CT as a guide. ROI were applied to the 11C-PBR28 data to generate mean voxel radioactivity for the full duration of the scan. Time activity curves for the full duration of the scan were corrected for radioactive decay and normalized for injected radioactivity. Semi-quantitative standardized uptake values (SUV) for radioactivity over 50-70 minutes post radioligand injection were calculated by dividing radioactivity in the ROI by radioactivity of ligand injected per kg patient body weight (22).

**Synovial tissue acquisition**

Synovial knee tissue was obtained from ultrasound guided biopsy of three RA patients undergoing 11C-PBR28 both knees as previously described (23). Three further RA patients undergoing knee joint replacement surgery, who did not
undergo $^{11}$C-PBR28 both knees, also provided synovial tissue. Healthy control
synovial tissue was provided from patients undergoing knee arthroscopy for
ligamentous knee injury. Specimens from each donor were placed *en bloc* in
Leica® OCT, and snap frozen in isopentane (-70°C) prior to sectioning. All tissue
provided were from high affinity binder donors. Supplemental table 1 details age
and medications of RA patients providing synovial tissue.

**Sectioning**

Frozen blocks were serially sectioned using a cryostat microtome (Leica, Wetzlar,
Germany; CM1900) across adjacent slides at thickness of 10μm for
autoradiography, as described previously by Owen *et al.* (24). For immunostaining
work, tissue was serially sectioned at 5μm thickness onto Leica® Xtra adhesive
slides. Sections were stored at -80°C until use. For autoradiography, tissue was
used within 21 days of sectioning.

**Autoradiography**

Autoradiography binding was performed using protocols previously described (24)
on sectioned synovial tissue using optimised experimental conditions judged from
*in vitro* $^3$H-PBR28 binding studies. At least 3 synovial tissue sections from each
donor were placed on one slide. One synovial tissue section was considered as
an ROI, and average values for each ROI were converted to fmol $^3$H-ligand/mg wet
tissue equivalent using the calibrated $^3$H-microscale standards. Specific binding of
$^3$H-PBR28 in synovium was calculated from subtracting average non-specific
binding from total $^3$H-PBR28 binding on tissue autoradiography of serial sections
of synovial tissue for each donor, determining mean specific binding component.

Immunohistochemistry and Immunofluorescence

List of antibodies, dilutions used and isotype negative control images are detailed
in Supplemental table 2. For immunohistochemistry, sections were stained as
described in Dakin et al. (25). Immunohistochemistry images were acquired on an
inverted bright field microscope using Axiovision software (Zeiss). Twelve images
were acquired in a systematic manner at x400 magnification with oil immersion by
a single blinded investigator. Image analysis was performed using ImageJ (NIH)
as described previously (26). For every sample, immunopositive staining was
normalized to number of haematoxylin-counterstained nuclei within the field of
view.

Co-staining of TSPO with other cell markers using immunofluorescence

For multiple antibody immunofluorescence staining and image acquisition,
protocols were modified as per Dakin et al. (25). To provide confirmation of cell
type, two established cell markers were used for each cell type; for macrophages,
the less macrophage specific CD68, and more synovial macrophage specific
CD163 (27); for FLS, CD55 (also known as decay accelerating factor) and PDPN (podoplanin, gp38) (28), and for CD4+ T lymphocytes, CD3 and CD4, were employed. The acquisition of immunofluorescence images is described in Supplemental data.

**In vitro cell culture studies**

*Monocytes* were isolated from peripheral blood donor cones (National Blood Service, Colindale, London), using density dependent centrifugal elutriation, as previously described (29-31), to obtain fractions of 85% monocytes.

*Differentiation of monocytes to macrophages* was undertaken using 100ng/mL of recombinant human Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factor (Peprotech Inc, UK) at a concentration of 1x10^6 monocytes/mL, for 7 days (32), as previously described in Narayan *et al.* (33). Fluorescence activated cell sorting was used to confirm monocytes had been differentiated to monocyte-derived macrophages (34).

On day 7, macrophages were treated with 10ng/mL Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (Peprotech) and 20ng/mL recombinant human IFN-γ (Peprotech), for 24 hours to generate pro-inflammatory ‘M1’ phenotype macrophages. To generate reparative ‘M2’ phenotype macrophages, cells were treated with 20ng/mL IL-4 as described in previous studies (32, 35-37).

*Lymphocytes* were isolated through centrifugal elutriation as described above, generating fractions of 90% lymphocytes. CD4+ T-cells were isolated from
lymphocyte fractions using the positive selection CD4+ T-cell Isolation kit (Miltenyi, Bisley UK). CD4+ cells were left unstimulated, or treated with 10ng/mL phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate plus 1µg/mL ionomycin for 6 hours (38).

**FLS** were isolated from arthroscopic biopsy of healthy human knee synovial tissue, through processing of tissue as previously described (39). FLS were stimulated with 10ng/mL TNF-α or 10ng/mL IL-1β for 24 hours, or left unstimulated.

**Real-time Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction**

Methodology for RNA extraction, complementary DNA synthesis and Real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction from cells used are described elsewhere (25). Two µL cDNA was used in a 10µL volume with Fast SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and diluted validated primers (Invitrogen) for **TSPO** (forward 5’-GCGGCCTGGCTAACTCCTGC-3’, reverse 5’-AAAGCGGGAGCCCACGAAGC-3’) or the reference gene for human **18s** (forward 5’- GTAACCCGTTGAACCCCA-3’, reverse 5’-CCATCCAATCGGTAGTAGCG-3’). **TSPO** mRNA data are shown normalized to **18s**.

**Radioligand saturation binding**
The protocol for radioligand saturation binding has been described in (24). Aliquots of cell protein (50µg protein/mL) were utilized for saturation analysis. For saturation analysis, eight concentrations of $^3$H-PBR28 were used, ranging from 0.1 nmol/L to 100 nmol/L. The specific binding component for $^3$H-PBR28 was defined by addition of unlabelled PK11195 (10 µmol/L). Each concentration was performed in triplicate. $B_{\text{max}}$ (fmol/mg protein) and $K_d$ (nmol/L) values were determined using GraphPad Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). To calculate average fmol of ligand per cell, the number of mg of protein from preparation of each cell pellet was multiplied by the $B_{\text{max}}$ in fmol/mg.

**Statistical Analysis**

All data is presented as mean ± standard error of the mean. Statistical analysis was undertaken using GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA). Normality was tested using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Mann-Whitney U test was undertaken to assess comparisons of in vivo $^{11}$C-PBR28 PET SUV signal, tissue autoradiography, and staining quantification between healthy and RA groups. Pearson's correlation was used to assess relationship between specific binding of $^3$H-PBR28 and TSPO staining. For mRNA and radioligand binding data, one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, followed by Bonferroni’s Multiple Comparison Test, if more than two groups to compare, or Student $t$-test,
if two groups were compared. $P$ values less than 0.05 were considered significant (*$p<0.05$, **$p<0.01$, ***$p\leq0.001$).

**RESULTS**

In vivo $^{11}$C-PBR28 signal in joints

$^{11}$C-PBR28 PET-CT demonstrated significantly higher SUV along the anatomical location of synovium in clinically inflamed knees of patients with RA compared to negligible SUV in healthy control knees (average SUV 0.82 ± 0.12 in RA patients, compared to 0.03 ± 0.004 for healthy knees; $p<0.01$, see Fig. 1).

$^{3}$H-PBR28 synovial autoradiography, and relationship with synovial immunohistochemical TSPO staining

Non-specific binding was negligible in both RA and healthy tissue (see Fig. 2B, 2C for an example of non-specific binding and total binding in RA and healthy synovial tissue).

Specific binding of $^{3}$H-PBR28 in RA synovial tissue was approximately 10-fold higher than in healthy controls (1264 ± 58.9 fmol/mg in RA synovial tissue compared to 122.8 ± 22.5 fmol/mg in healthy tissue, see Fig. 2D).
Serial sections of RA and healthy control synovial tissue used for autoradiography, were immunohistochemically stained for TSPO (see Fig. 3A for a representative example). The average number of cells staining positive for TSPO on sections from each donor were calculated. Number of cells positive for TSPO were significantly higher in RA compared to healthy synovial tissue (Fig. 3B). A positive correlation ($r^2=0.99$, $p<0.001$) was also noted between specific binding of $^3$H-PBR28 and average number of TSPO positive cells, in serial sections of synovial tissue from RA donors (Fig. 3C).

**Immunofluorescence studies**

Immunofluorescence staining of synovial tissue demonstrated co-expression of TSPO on cells expressing macrophage markers (CD68 and CD163) (Fig. 4A), FLS markers CD55 and PDPN (Fig. 4B), as well as cells expressing T lymphocyte markers, CD3 and CD4 (Fig. 4C). This provides *ex-vivo* evidence that TSPO is likely expressed on macrophages, fibroblasts, as well as CD4+ T lymphocytes in RA synovial tissue.

**In vitro evidence of TSPO expression in cells of human pannus**

*In vitro* studies were undertaken to quantify TSPO expression, and $^3$H-PBR28 binding in major cell groups known to make up human pannus. The impact of cell activation on TSPO expression/$^3$H-PBR28 binding was also assessed.
As we previously describe in detail (33), differentiation of monocytes to non-activated macrophages (M0 macrophages) significantly increased TSPO mRNA expression by a fold change of 60.7 ± 2.38 (p<0.05). Likewise, ³H-PBR28 binding mirrored this significant increase, with specific binding ³H-PBR28 of 1004 ± 52.61 fmol/1x10⁶ cells for monocytes, increasing to 1838 ± 45.37 fmol/1x10⁶ cells for M0 macrophages (p<0.01) (Fig. 5) (33). Additionally, we previously describe that activation of macrophages to an M2 phenotype using IL-4 did not significantly increase TSPO expression at mRNA level, or ³H-PBR28 binding (Fig. 5, (33)), yet both TSPO mRNA expression and ³H-PBR28 binding were significantly downregulated on macrophages activated to an M1 phenotype, to levels not statistically dissimilar from monocytes (33).

The FLS activating cytokines, TNF-⍺ or IL-1β, also upregulated TSPO on FLS; TSPO mRNA expression significantly increased by a fold change of 2.33 ± 0.37 upon TNF-⍺ stimulation (p<0.05) and 2.84 ± 0.19 on IL-1β stimulation (p<0.01), compared with unstimulated FLS. Likewise, specific binding ³H-PBR28 significantly increased from 1532 ± 196 fmol/1x10⁶ cells for unstimulated FLS, to 2627 ± 180.4 fmol/1x10⁶ cells for TNF-⍺ stimulated cells (p<0.001), and 2355 ± 153.4 fmol/1x10⁶ cells for IL-1β stimulated cells (p<0.01) (Fig. 5).

In contrast, activation of CD4+ T lymphocytes with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate and ionomycin, TSPO expression did not significantly increase TSPO expression or ³H-PBR28 binding (fold change mRNA expression of 1.10 ± 0.15 for
activated cells compared to 1 for non-activated, \( p=0.55 \), and specific binding of \(^{3}\text{H}-\text{PBR28} \) \( 275.2 \pm 30.67 \) fmol/\( 1 \times 10^6 \) cells for activated cells, compared to \( 128.6 \pm 64.08 \) fmol/\( 1 \times 10^6 \) cells for non-activated, \( p=0.99 \) (Fig. 5).

\textit{TSPO} mRNA expression (relative to mRNA expression in unstimulated \text{CD4+T lymphocytes}), was compared between all cells types in both unstimulated and activated states (Fig. 6). Highest \textit{TSPO} mRNA expression was seen in activated \text{FLS} (fold change of \( 73.82 \pm 7.31 \) for \text{FLS} activated with IL-1\( \beta \) and \( 62.75 \pm 10.03 \) for \text{FLS} activated with TNF-\( \alpha \)), along with \text{M2 macrophages} and \text{M0 macrophages} (fold change \( 60.69 \pm 2.38 \), and \( 46.04 \pm 5.19 \), respectively (see Fig. 6).

Likewise, highest \(^{3}\text{H}-\text{PBR28} \) specific binding was seen in activated \text{FLS} (\( 2355 \pm 153.4 \) fmol/\( 1 \times 10^6 \) cells in \text{FLS} treated with IL-1\( \beta \), and \( 2627 \pm 180.4 \) fmol/\( 1 \times 10^6 \) cells in \text{FLS} treated with TNF-\( \alpha \)), along with non-activated \text{M0} and \text{M2 macrophages} (\(^{3}\text{H}-\text{PBR28} \) specific binding \( 1838 \pm 45.37 \) and \( 2223 \pm 143.6 \) fmol/\( 1 \times 10^6 \) cells, respectively). The next highest specific binding of \(^{3}\text{H}-\text{PBR28} \) was seen in \text{monocytes}, \text{M1 macrophages} and unstimulated \text{FLS} (\(^{3}\text{H}-\text{PBR28} \) specific binding of \( 1004 \pm 52.61 \), \( 994.3 \pm 21.93 \) and \( 1532 \pm 196 \) fmol/\( 1 \times 10^6 \) respectively). The lowest \(^{3}\text{H}-\text{PBR28} \) binding was seen in \text{CD4+ T lymphocytes} (\( 128 \pm 64.08 \) fmol/\( 1 \times 10^6 \) cells) (see Fig. 6).
DISCUSSION

The utility of TSPO targeted PET as an imaging tool for inflammation, is based upon the notion of high TSPO expression on activated macrophages (5). The long-established role of macrophages in RA pathogenesis, has driven interest in using TSPO PET as a macrophage targeted imaging tool to detect and quantify RA synovitis in vivo. To date, several studies have demonstrated the ability of TSPO PET to detect and quantify RA joint inflammation, even at subclinical and pre-clinical stages (11, 12, 40, 41).

However, cell types other than macrophages also play a critical role in RA; the importance of T lymphocytes in RA is well established, as evidenced by the efficacy of the T cell targeted therapy abatacept for RA (42). Additionally, the role of FLS in RA pathogenesis is being increasingly realized (14), with a growing body of research aiming to identify appropriate FLS specific targets for RA therapies (28, 43).

Van der Laken et al. previously demonstrated that staining for the macrophage marker CD68, correlated with TSPO radioligand $^{11}$C-PK11195 signal in RA joints (11), supporting the idea that TSPO PET signal is macrophage specific in RA pannus. However, it is recognized that CD68 is also expressed on FLS in RA pannus (44, 45), and additionally, TSPO expression is known to be ubiquitous (5). Hence, it cannot be assumed that TSPO is macrophage specific in synovium. In
this study, we aimed to better ascertain the major cellular contributors to TSPO PET signal in human RA pannus.

The second generation TSPO PET radioligand $^{11}$C-PBR28 has high specificity for its target (18). We demonstrated that in vivo $^{11}$C-PBR28 signal was significantly higher in RA compared to healthy control knee joints. Synovial tissue autoradiography confirmed significantly higher $^3$H-PBR28 binding in RA synovial tissue compared to healthy, with a significant correlation of TSPO immunohistochemical staining with $^3$H-PBR28 binding, confirming that PBR28 binding reflects synovial tissue TSPO expression, as well as the presence of RA pannus.

Immunofluorescence studies demonstrated co-staining of TSPO on cells expressing macrophage, FLS and CD4+ T lymphocyte markers, providing the first histology data indicating that TSPO appears to be expressed on all major cell types in RA pannus.

In vitro studies demonstrated least expression of TSPO in CD4+ T lymphocytes compared to monocytes as determined by mRNA and radioligand binding studies; in keeping with previous studies of peripheral blood leukocytes (46). However, previous data comparing TSPO expression on monocytes and macrophages is lacking; with this study confirming that TSPO is significantly upregulated on non-activated macrophages, compared to monocytes.
We previously describe that activation of macrophages to a more reparative M2 phenotype in the presence of IL-4 does not significantly alter TSPO expression (33), yet activation to a pro-inflammatory M1 phenotype (19), significantly downregulated both TSPO mRNA, and specific binding of $^3$H-PBR28. This finding is in keeping with a recent observation in the brain tissue of an infection induced mouse model of neuro-inflammation, where TSPO downregulation was observed in microglia in the presence of increased pro-inflammatory cytokine expression (47).

In contrast, activation of FLS, with TNF-$\alpha$ or IL-1$\beta$, further increased TSPO mRNA expression and $^3$H-PBR28 binding, whereas activation of CD4$^+$ T lymphocytes, did not impact upon TSPO expression. Given that the function of TSPO is currently uncertain, further in vitro study may lend insight into the role of TSPO in macrophage phenotype generation, as well as leukocyte and stromal activation, in RA pathogenesis.

Overall, $^3$H-PBR28 binding was highest in activated FLS, activated M2 and non-activated M0 macrophages, with significantly less binding in M1 macrophages, monocytes and unstimulated FLS, and least binding of TSPO in unstimulated and activated CD4$^+$ T lymphocytes. Given the known prominence of synovial hyperplasia in RA due to FLS proliferation, it is feasible that a significant
contribution of TSPO PET signal will be from activated FLS, as well as macrophages.

Although participant number for this work was small, both histology and in vitro data confirmed expression of TSPO on all major cell groups in pannus, and in vitro data reached statistical significance. Due to need for a large amount of protein for radio-ligand binding studies, leukocytes were derived from healthy donors for in vitro cell work in this investigation. Therefore, it is plausible that TSPO expression patterns seen in this study might differ in cells from RA patients. Further, although stimuli applied to activate in vitro cells in this study are widely accepted, multiple, complex stimuli are likely to act on cells in vivo. Therefore, additional study of TSPO expression on cells directly extracted from RA synovium, in a larger patient cohort, would help to confirm findings from this study.

This work only assessed the expression of TSPO in the reportedly most abundant cell groups in pannus (13). However, multiple other cell groups also exist in pannus, including endothelial cells, and osteoclasts (13). The use of flow and mass cytometry studies, could enable assessment of TSPO expression in less abundant cells isolated directly from RA synovial tissue.

It must be acknowledged that although second generation TSPO radioligands, such as PBR28, have superior affinity and specificity for their target, the requirement for genotyping in order to interpret results may preclude their routine
use in clinical practice. However, they remain potentially highly useful research tools in assessing treatment response in early phase clinical trials.

Our findings that TSPO is expressed on all major cell groups found in RA pannus, could explain why TSPO PET has been demonstrated thus far, to be a highly sensitive indicator of synovitis, being superior to magnetic resonance imaging in detecting sub-clinical joint inflammation (41). The histological heterogeneity of RA synovial tissue is increasingly recognized, with cellular components differing between individuals regardless of disease activity, and also changing as the disease advances (48, 49). The fact that TSPO PET is able to detect all major cell groups of pannus means that the ability of this imaging technique to detect synovitis will not be dependent on a single pattern of synovial histology, hence potentially making it highly sensitive as an imaging technique. The fact that TSPO is expressed most highly in activated fibroblasts as well as M2 macrophages, may render TSPO targeted PET particularly useful for assessing response to treatment to potential FLS targeted therapies, a key new area of drug development in therapies for RA (28).

CONCLUSION

Our results suggest that TSPO PET radioligand binding in RA joints reflects cellularity and activation of inflammatory cells within RA pannus. The high contribution of activated FLS to TSPO PET signal, may lend utility to TSPO PET
as a tool for assessing treatment response to novel emerging synovial FLS targeted therapies for RA.

Using human RA and healthy volunteers, and synovial tissue, we confirmed that the TSPO radioligand PBR28 binds in RA pannus, with negligible signal in healthy joints and tissue. Immunofluorescence studies of RA synovium, and in vitro $^3$H-PBR28 binding studies confirmed TSPO presence on all major cell groups of pannus, with maximal TSPO mRNA expression and $^3$H-PBR28 binding in activated FL, and M2 ‘reparative’ phenotype macrophages. Activation of macrophages to a pro-inflammatory ‘M1’ phenotype, significantly reduced TSPO mRNA expression and $^3$H-PBR28 binding.

The differential expression of TSPO on activated macrophages of different phenotype, whilst being upregulated in activated FLS, may provide further clues as to the role of TSPO in RA pathogenesis.
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**FIGURE LEGENDS**

**A**

Figure 1 A: CT and $^{11}$C-PBR28 PET SUV images both knees of (i) RA patient with clinical signs of synovitis both knees, (ii) healthy control. Colorimetric scale indicates red as maximal $^{11}$C-PBR28 SUV, dark blue as minimal $^{11}$C-PBR28 SUV. SUV was taken at 50-70 minutes post radioligand administration.

**B**

Figure 1 B: Comparison of $^{11}$C-PBR28 SUV each knee in healthy controls and RA patients imaged (n=6 each group, **p<0.01 determined by Mann-Whitney U test).
**Figure 2** Autoradiography of synovial tissue  

**A:** Representative images of Haematoxylin and Eosin staining of synovial tissue (x400 magnification, scale bar=20µm)  

**B:** non-specific and  

**C:** total $^3$H-PBR28 binding for RA and healthy synovium x40 magnification, colorimetric scale indicates red as maximal $^3$H-PBR28 binding, blue minimal $^3$H-PBR28 binding.  

**D:** mean specific binding $^3$H-PBR28 in synovial tissue from 6 healthy controls and 6 RA patients, **p<0.01 as assessed by Mann-Whitney U test.**
Figure 3 TSPO synovial tissue staining correlates with $^3$H-PBR28 binding

A: Representative images of immunohistochemical staining of synovial tissue for TSPO, (x200 magnification, scale bar=50µm). B: average number of immunopositive cells for TSPO immunohistochemical stain on serial sections of same 6 healthy controls and 6 RA synovial tissues used for autoradiography, **p<0.01, as determined by Mann-Whitney U test. C: correlation between number of TSPO positive cells in RA synovial tissue sections (x axis), and average specific binding $^3$H-PBR28 from the same sections (y axis), n=6, p<0.001 as assessed by Pearson’s correlation.
Figure 4 Representative confocal immunofluorescence images of RA synovial tissue demonstrating **A**: co-staining of macrophage markers CD68 (green), CD163 (red) with TSPO (purple) **B**: co-staining of FLS markers CD55 (green), PDPN (red) with TSPO (purple) **C**: co-staining of T cell markers CD4 (green), CD3 (red) with TSPO (purple). Nuclei were stained using POPO-1 (cyan). x400 magnification, scale bar=20µm.
Figure 5 mean fold change TSPO mRNA expression (relative to unstimulated group) and mean specific binding of $^3$H-PBR28 in: monocytes and unstimulated ‘M0’ macrophages, M1 (M0 macrophages treated with 10ng/mL LPS and 20ng/mL
IFN-γ for 24 hours) and M2 macrophages (M0 macrophages treated with 20ng/mL IL-4 for 24 hours), unstimulated FLS (FLS U), FLS treated with 10ng/mL TNF-α, for 24 hours or treated with 10ng/mL of IL-1β for 24 hours; unstimulated CD4+ T lymphocytes (lymphocytes U), and CD4+ T lymphocytes treated with 10ng/mL phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate and 1µg/mL ionomycin for 6 hours (lymphocytes PMA). Data is expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean of four independent experiments, with each experiment performed in triplicate. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, as determined by Student t test, or one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test.
Figure 6 mRNA expression of TSPO in all cell groups, relative to unstimulated CD4+ T lymphocytes, and summary of $^3$H-PBR28 radioligand binding in all cell groups. Data is expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean of four independent experiments, with each experiment performed in triplicate. One way ANOVA, with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test used to compare TSPO expression between each group.
Supplemental data

Supplemental Table 1: Summary table of age of RA patients undergoing \([^{11}C]\)PBR28 imaging, and providing synovial tissue for this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Medications (duration of administration at time of imaging and biopsy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants with RA undergoing ([^{11}C])PBR28 imaging and providing synovial tissue from ultrasound guided biopsy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1 | 54 | Methotrexate 15mg once weekly (2 weeks)  
Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice daily (2 weeks)  
Folic acid 5mg once weekly (2 weeks) |
| 2 | 52 | Methotrexate 15mg once weekly (5 years)  
Folic acid 5mg once weekly (5 years)  
Prednisolone 5mg once weekly (12 months)  
Ketoprofen 200mg as needed (2 years) |
| 3 | 43 | Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice daily (1 week) |
| Participants with RA providing synovial tissue from joint replacement surgery |
| 1 | 54 | Methotrexate 20mg once weekly (5 years)  
Folic acid 5mg once weekly (5 years) |
| 2 | 60 | Methotrexate 15mg once weekly (3 years)  
Folic acid 5mg once weekly (3 years) |
<p>| 3 | 59 | Leflunomide 20mg once daily (1 year) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibody</th>
<th>Clone</th>
<th>Isotype</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Dilution for IF (for DAB IHC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSPO Abcam ab109497</td>
<td>EPR5384</td>
<td>IgG</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>1:1000 (1:10,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD68 Dako M0814</td>
<td>KP-1</td>
<td>IgG1</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1:400 (1:4000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD163 LSBIO LS-C174770</td>
<td>34B</td>
<td>IgG2a</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1:2000 (1:2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN GeneTex GTX585772</td>
<td>5E2</td>
<td>IgG2b</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1:1000 (1:1000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD55 LSBIO LS-C134498</td>
<td>Mab67</td>
<td>IgG1</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1:2000 (1:2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3 Abcam ab699</td>
<td>PS1</td>
<td>IgG2a</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1:50 (1:50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4 LSBIO LS-C336492</td>
<td>IG10</td>
<td>IgG1</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1:400 (1:400)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Supplemental Table 2:** Antibodies used for immunofluorescence and immunohistochemistry studies. IF=immunofluorescence, IHC=immunohistochemistry
Isotype controls for staining

Isotype control staining of RA synovial tissue for all antibodies used in this study ×400 magnification. Isotype controls for DAB IHC on the left, isotype controls for immunofluorescence on the right. **A:** isotype control staining for mouse antibodies (CD68, CD163, PDPN, CD3, CD4) **B:** isotype control staining for rabbit antibody used (TSPO).

Imaging acquisition for immunofluorescence studies.

Immunofluorescence images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope using ×40 oil immersion objective (Numerical Aperture=0.95). The fluorophores of POPO-1, Alexa Fluor 488, Alexa Fluor 568, and Alexa Fluor 633 were excited using the 405nm, 488nm, 561nm, and 633nm laser lines, respectively. To minimize bleed-through, all channels were acquired sequentially.
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